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Introduction


DHCP
The first thing to note is that the DHCP role automatically provides network configuration to our
devices, so that they can share information. This role is implemented on Microsoft servers
equipped with the Windows Server 2019 operating system (latest stable release). This role
uses the DHCP protocol, which stands for Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol. In this
case, the DHCP protocol only distributes IP addresses. A client machine will transmit a special
broadcast packet on the local network. When the server receives this packet, it will send
another broadcast packet that contains all of the information required by the client. These
packets are transported in UDP on port 67 of the server (port 68 for the client).


DNS
The second important point is that the DNS role is for providing the resolution of qualified
names to IP addresses and vice-versa. DNS stands for Domain Name System. This protocol,
like DHCP, operates on UDP (port 53). The server listens to client requests on this port. Using
a type A request, the client will ask which IP address is behind a qualified name (such as
www.example.com or intranet.gift.ltd). On receiving this request, the server will check whether
it knows the domain in question (in our example, example.com or gift.ltd). There are two
potential outcomes:


1) If it does, the server will check in the zone (the domain) to see if a record exists. If this
record (www or intranet) exists in the domain, the A field will be read and the
corresponding IP address will be sent as a response to the client.


2) If it does not, the server will query the root servers. These servers will then respond to
the DNS server with the IP of name servers in the corresponding Top Level Domain.
These servers will be queried to provide the IPs of the name servers in the
second-level domain which should know the A record requested.


This makes it possible to get a qualified, hierarchical name instead of an IP address.



http://www.example.com





Windows Server Configuration


Installing Roles
To install these two roles, it is simply a case of heading to the server manager and clicking on
“Manage” (or clicking on “Add roles or features” in the Quick Start menu). Then click on “Add
roles and features”, as in the following example:







Now click on the names of the roles to be installed. For us, that’s DHCP Server and DNS
Server:


Note that there are required features that you will be prompted to add. Don’t forget to add them!


Once that’s done, installation will begin and the DHCP and DNS roles will be installed and
ready to configure in no time.







DHCP Configuration
DHCP configuration is relatively simple. Go to the DHCP Manager:


Now add a scope. A scope contains the information that would have been entered manually for
each computer, which is:


1) A range of 4-octet IP addresses (in this case 172.16.1.0)
2) A 4-octet mask (in this case /26 or 255.255.255.192)







Next, set the lease duration, which is the length of time a machine on the network stores its
configuration before requesting it again. Here it’s 1 day:


Finally, two options need to be configured.


DHCP Options
The first option lets computers on the network connect to the internet through the router
belonging to the operator (internet access provider). Here it’s 172.16.1.62.


To set up this configuration, it’s option 3, ROUTER.


This configures a default route on the computer, forcing it to use the address
172.16.1.62 for all IPs that are not in the 172.16.1.0/24 network.







A second option allows computers on the network to resolve qualified names to IPs, mainly
for internet or intranet access. The intranet is available at 192.168.1.123. The DNS server on
our network is accessible at 172.16.1.1. This is the IP address of the Windows server.


By making network configuration happen automatically, the network will operate
more fluidly.


DNS Configuration
Just like the DHCP, the DNS is configured using the DNS Manager. The first stage is to
create a forward zone called “gift.ltd”:







In this zone, all you need to do is create an A record pointing to the IP 192.168.1.123 which is
called intranet. The qualified name will therefore be intranet.gift.ltd and the associated IP will
be 192.168.1.123.


It’s also a good idea to configure a reverse zone. Then if the IP 192.168.1.123 is queried,
a response containing the name will be sent by the DNS server, with the information that
this is the intranet.gift.ltd server.







Configuring these redirectors is not compulsory, but in an effort to optimize flows and response
times we’ve decided to use the public redirectors from OpenDNS which provide rapid, unfiltered
responses: 208.67.222.222 · 208.67.220.220. Now, in a public domain, our server will query
these name servers to quickly find the IP addresses of the web servers consulted by clients.


Functional Testing
To check the role configuration, the following things should be tested:


1) That the DHCP provides an IP configuration.
2) That the DNS responds with an IP address.
3) That the DNS responds to an IP request with a name.


The following tests can be used to do this:
1) For the DHCP, simply plug a machine into the network and check that it gets an address
within the range 172.16.1.10-30, a 255.255.255.192 mask, a 172.16.1.62 gateway and a
172.16.1.1 DNS.
2) For the DNS, in forward lookup, simply launch “nslookup” on a client machine with
Windows and query “intranet.gift.ltd”. The response should be 192.168.1.123.
3) For the DNS, in reverse lookup, launch “nslookup” on a client machine with Windows and
query “192.168.1.123”. The response should be intranet.gift.ltd.
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